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A landmark narrative of an epic legal battle, Civil Warriors is the gripping behind-the-scenes account

of how one tenacious lawyer led the charge against the titans of the tobacco industry.Drawing on

five years of eyewitness reporting, thousands of pages of internal documents, and riveting firsthand

stories of plaintiffs, lawyers, jurors, and scientists, Civil Warriors weaves the compelling story of

attorney Ron Motley, who, along with other die-hard lawyers, scientists, and tobacco-busters, fought

tirelessly to bring the tobacco industry to justice.Taking us onto the front lines of Motleyâ€™s

crusade, investigative journalist Dan Zegart follows the attorney to a dangerous underworld where

maverick scientists and corporate whistle-blowers step from the shadows to reveal the truth behind

the industry â€œspin.â€• We meet the unforgettable cast of characters that draw Motley on toward

his goals ... the mysterious ex-Reynolds employee known as â€œDeep Cough,â€• who told where

evidence on nicotine-laced tobacco was hidden ... the researchers who proved the addictive nature

of nicotine â€” and were advised by the FBI to check their cars for bombs every morning. And we

witness how Ron Motley led his quest for truth, justice, and hundred-billion-dollar awards ... to

penetrate, finally, the â€œcontrol room of the conspiracy,â€• an inner circle of lawyers who protected

tobacco for thirty years. Civil Warriors is at once a grand adventure and a towering work of

investigative journalism â€” an eye-opening report on the way justice really works in America today.
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Readers will find this easy-to-read book more or less useful depending on the viewpoints and



preparation they bring to it. I recommend it to everyone as a quick read that will fuel whatever side

of the arguments the reader favors.The author focuses on litigators who tried to hold tobacco

companies responsible for some of the harms from which the companies [and governments] have

profited. Many of those litigators were flush with money derived from suits over asbestos or other

faulty products, so this book features the swashbuckling lawyering familiar from the plaintiffs'

attorney in A CIVIL ACTION. If the reader stereotypes lawyers as greedy parasites, that reader will

find ample examples in this book. On the other hand, readers open to the idea that little folks

sometimes get something resembling justice through lawsuits or not at all may regard the trial

lawyers as the last hope for many underdogs -- not perfect by any means, but better than no

champions at all.Some litigators were motivated by other values than money or in addition to

money, so the reader whose mind has not been poisoned against all lawyers will find attorneys

acting on principles or ideals.Readers unaware of the secrets and misbehavior of the tobacco

companies should probably read about those companies in greater detail elsewhere, but this book

provides a deft summary of intimidation, perjury, junk science, public relations, and other corporate

viciousness.Readers who emphasize that Big Tobacco deals a legal drug that users are free to

reject will find little sympathy for that view in this book, but they will find ample evidence of the

misbehavior of critics of Big Tobacco.
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